
A GUIDE TO SOCIAL 
INFLUENCING  

BEST PRACTICE:  
HINTS & TIPS

This guide has been developed to support your personal social media 
efforts as a CFA Society ambassador and influencer.  

To make a success of your online presence, it is critical that you 
contribute and have visibility amongst your community. There are two 

distinct areas of focus that you need to consider: content curation 
(words) and content engagement (pictures). 

LET’S GET 
STARTED!



TAKEAWAYS

TOP

5 

01
First impressions count – a professional headshot is key

02
Develop an engaging biography – lighten, brighten, tighten!

03
Be visual – use images and video to stand out

04
Curate your own content... but keep it relevant and engaging

05
A little less liking, a little more conversation



When was the last time you updated your biography on LinkedIn? It’s now best practice  
to write your biography in the first person. This does not mean a complete re-write, just  
a ‘lightened, tightened and brightened’ tone of voice. It should reference why you make  

a difference and what makes you passionate about what you do, all with a  
confident tone of voice.

Here is an example of a recent biography re-write for Paul Smith, CFA:

BEFORE AFTER

First impressions count on and offline. Consider the photo you use to represent your professional image.

BIOGRAPHY – CURATION

BIOGRAPHY – ENGAGEMENT



ADD VALUE
Before you post, think 
about the content you 

are posting and whether 
it is truly going to add 

value to your audience.  
It is a mistake to  
post content, for 

posting sake. 

TAKEAWAY
When curating a post, 

think about the key 
point you want the 

reader to takeaway from 
your post, and lead with 

that point. Leave the 
incidental detail to the 

end or leave it out 
completely. 

REPOST
 If you’re going to repost, 

include your view on 
the topic; it’s another 

way to engage and have 
a conversation with your 

LinkedIn community 
without having to 
generate topical 

content of your own.

#HASHTAG
Think about the use of 
relevant hashtags to 
extend the reach of 

your content and use 
the @symbol, if you 

want to tag people or 
firms in your network.

As a Society Leader, you will generate and have access to content that can be turned into valuable online 
conversations. Adopt the ‘author once, publish multiple times’ principle – you’ll be surprised how much content you 
can create soundbites and opinions from, such as presentations you make, insights from Connexions and the 

CFA Institute website, press releases, events you attend, other people’s/firms posts, and more.

CONTENT GENERATION – CURATION

CONTENT GENERATION – ENGAGEMENT

Creating stand-out online content has never been more important. You can use these tiles in two ways; 
highlight the purpose of your post, or deliver a powerful statement. Consider creating some social media tiles 

in Powerpoint that will truly differentiate your post and that your connections will become familiar with.  
You don’t have to be a designer to do this, simply follow these 10 easy steps:

1.   Select background 
slide colour

2.  Select font

3.   Create your heading or 
message on the slide

4.   Go to ‘file’ in the menu bar

5.  Choose ‘Export’

6.   Select where you 
would like to save  
the file to

7.   Go to the ‘file format’ 
dropdown menu and 
change to ‘.png’

8.   Change the dimensions 
to 2048 x 1075px

9.     Choose if you want 
to output multiple 
slides or a single one

10.   Save and publish the 
image to LinkedIn

SOCIAL MEDIA TILES



CONTENT GENERATION – ENGAGEMENT

If you are considering producing video, the quality is as important as the content. Top tips include:

Whatever style of content you decide to share, it is really important to interact and 
respond to any comments that are made on your posts or via InMail.  

1.   Produce an 
outline script in 
advance to 
ensure you 
cover all key 
points

2.   The video should 
be no longer 
than 2 minutes 
20 seconds,  
and shorter if 
possible

3.   File size should 
not exceed 5GB 
and be produced 
as a .mov, 
QuickTime or 
MPEG file

4.   LinkedIn native 
video (those that 
autoplay within 
the LinkedIn feed) 
gain 10x more 
shares than links 
to videos hosted 
on other sites

5.   Don’t be nervous, 
deliver your 
message as if 
you were 
speaking to a 
client or colleague 

VIDEO

By adopting these best practice principles, you’re likely to remain front of mind, make meaningful 
connections (and retain existing ones), and most importantly, be in control of your online reputation.

BE AUTHENTIC. 
BE INTENTIONAL. 

BE RELEVANT. 
BE CONFIDENT.

SUMMARY
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